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Large-scale covariance of cortical thickness or volume in distributed brain regions has been consistently reported by human neuroim-
aging studies. The mechanism of this population covariance of regional cortical anatomy has been hypothetically related to synchronized
maturational changes in anatomically connected neuronal populations. Brain regions that grow together, i.e., increase or decrease in
volume at the same rate over the course of years in the same individual, are thus expected to demonstrate strong structural covariance or
anatomical connectivity across individuals. To test this prediction, we used a structural MRI dataset on healthy young people (N � 108;
aged 9 –22 years at enrollment), comprising 3– 6 longitudinal scans on each participant over 6 –12 years of follow-up. At each of 360
regional nodes, and for each participant, we estimated the following: (1) the cortical thickness in the median scan and (2) the linear rate
of change in cortical thickness over years of serial scanning. We constructed structural and maturational association matrices and
networks from these measurements. Both structural and maturational networks shared similar global and nodal topological properties,
as well as mesoscopic features including a modular community structure, a relatively small number of highly connected hub regions, and
a bias toward short distance connections. Using resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging data on a subset of the sample (N �
32), we also demonstrated that functional connectivity and network organization was somewhat predictable by structural/maturational
networks but demonstrated a stronger bias toward short distance connections and greater topological segregation. Brain structural
covariance networks are likely to reflect synchronized developmental change in distributed cortical regions.

Introduction
The human brain network or connectome is being explored with
rapidly expanding arrays of techniques that increasingly include
multiple brain imaging modalities. Thus, understanding inter-
relationships between brain connectivity networks as derived
from different imaging modalities has emerged as a central chal-
lenge. Most empirical studies of cross-modal integration have
focused on diffusion imaging (DTI and DSI) and functional mag-
netic resonance imaging (fMRI) (Bullmore and Sporns, 2009),
demonstrating striking convergence but also important differ-
ences between networks of white matter connections and func-
tional coactivation within the brain (Damoiseaux and Greicius,
2009; Honey et al., 2009).

Complementary to fMRI and DTI-based connectomics, pop-
ulation (intersubject) covariance in brain anatomy represents an-
other source of information about inter-regional anatomical
associations. The existence of statistically robust and anatomi-
cally plausible correlations between the individually variable
thickness or volume of pairs of brain regions, each measured once
in each of multiple individuals, has been recognized for over a
decade (Rockel et al., 1980; White et al., 1997; Wright et al., 1999;
Lerch et al., 2006). Structural covariance networks are highly
heritable (Schmitt et al., 2008) and show systematic differences
with age and disease status (He et al., 2008; Seeley et al., 2009;
Bernhardt et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2011).

It has been proposed that structural covariance of cortical
thickness between two brain regions reflects their synchronized
maturational change, perhaps mediated by axonal connections
forming and reforming over the course of development (Mechelli
et al., 2005; Lerch et al., 2006). Thus early and reciprocal axonal
connectivity between cortical regions is expected to have a mu-
tually trophic effect on regional growth in an individual brain,
leading to covariance of regional volumes at a population level.
There is some evidence for such developmental models of struc-
tural covariance but they have not yet been directly and compre-
hensively tested (Wright et al., 1999; Lerch et al., 2006; Zielinski et
al., 2010; Raznahan et al., 2011b).

Structural MRI networks demonstrate economical, small-
world and modular properties qualitatively similar to those re-
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ported for functional brain networks (He et al., 2007; Bassett et
al., 2008; Chen et al., 2008). Pairs of regions that are functionally
connected may also demonstrate strong structural covariance
(Seeley et al., 2009; Kelly et al., 2012; Zhou et al., 2012) and highly
correlated rates of anatomical change over adolescence
(Raznahan et al., 2011b). However, the relationship between
structural or maturational networks and functional networks has
not yet been systematically explored.

The current study used a structural MRI dataset of healthy
young people (N � 108), scanned longitudinally on at least three
occasions over 6 years, to estimate cortical thickness and matu-
rational change (linear increase or decrease of cortical thickness)
at each of 360 regional nodes. We compared brain networks
based on structural covariance and maturational change mea-
surements, testing the hypothesis that structural covariance is
related to synchronized maturational change between distributed
cortical regions (Fig. 1). Using resting state fMRI in a subset of the
sample (N � 32) to measure the vascular signal in response to

intrinsic neuronal activity, we quantified convergence between
structural/maturational and functional networks.

Materials and Methods
All subjects were recruited for the National Institute of Mental Health
(NIMH) study of human brain development. To rule out psychiatric
diagnosis, a structured diagnostic interview was performed at every visit.
Subjects returned every 2 years for follow-up scans. All subjects who had
three or more usable MRI scans between the ages of 9 and 22 years were
included in this study, because of prior evidence that the cortex matures
linearly with age during this period (Raznahan et al., 2011a). This re-
sulted in 108 total subjects (67 male; 41 females) with a total of 376 scans.
Participant characteristics are summarized in Table 1. Informed consent
was obtained from subjects � 18 years old or from parents of younger
subjects, and an additional written assent was obtained from subjects �
18 years old. This study used the high-performance computational capa-
bilities of the Biowulf Linux cluster at the National Institutes of Health
(NIH), Bethesda, MD (http://biowulf.nih.gov). This study was approved
by the NIMH institutional review board.

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the estimation of the three types of brain connectivity, between the same 360 cortical regions: functional connectivity, structural covariance, and synchronized
maturational change. A, For functional connectivity, wavelet correlations of intrinsic activity at 0.05– 0.1 Hz were calculated between every pair of regions and averaged across subjects. B, For
structural covariance, each region’s cortical thickness was estimated using the median scan in terms of age of acquisition for each subject, and pairwise correlations across subjects were calculated
after regressing out linear effects of age and gender. C, For synchronized maturational change, each region’s slope of maturation with age was calculated via linear regression for each subject, using
all scans acquired in the age range 9 –22, and pairwise correlations in the rate of maturation were calculated across subjects.
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Image acquisition. All scanning was performed on a 1.5 T General Electric
Signa MRI scanner located at the NIH Clinical Center (Bethesda, MD).
The structural scan consisted of a T1-weighted fast spoiled gradient echo
sequence: TE 5 ms; TR 24 ms; flip angle 45 degrees; matrix 256 � 256 �
124; field of view 24 cm. Resting-state fMRI was acquired on a subset of
the same subjects included in the structural network analyses (see Table
1). The fMRI scan consisted of two sequential 3 min echo-planar imaging
(EPI) scans acquired while subjects were lying quietly in the scanner with
eyes closed: TR 2.3 s; TE 40 ms; voxel 3.75 � 3.75 � 5 mm; matrix size
64 � 64; field of view 240 � 240 mm; 27 interleaved slices. These two
sequential 3 min scans were concatenated, providing 6 min of total scan
time for each subject. A recent study reported that estimates of correla-
tion strength between regions stabilize within 5– 6 min of resting-state
data acquisition (Van Dijk et al., 2010). In addition, our analyses of
functional connectivity were performed on the group average of 32 sub-
jects, which should further increase signal to noise. Nonetheless the rel-
atively short acquisition time is a potential weakness of our study, and
indeed many other neuroimaging studies that include young subjects
who cannot tolerate longer scanning sessions, as longer durations could
yield more precise estimates of functional connectivity.

Structural image processing. The Montreal Neurological Institute’s
(MNI) CIVET pipeline was used to estimate cortical thickness. Inner and
outer cortical surfaces were modeled using triangular meshes generated
with �40,000 vertices per hemisphere, by a constrained Laplacian algo-
rithm (CLASP) (Kim et al., 2005). These meshes were downsampled into
360 regions using a modified N-cut algorithm to generate spatially con-
tiguous, approximately equally sized regions (Craddock et al., 2012). For
each subject, each region’s rate of change (thickness/year) was estimated
using linear regression. These rates were correlated across subjects, yield-
ing a 360 � 360 matrix of regional synchronized maturational change.

The median scan in terms of age, for each subject, was also used for a
cross-sectional structural covariance network analysis. For this analysis,
regional estimates of thickness were estimated as above. The residuals
from a linear model that included age and gender as independent vari-
ables were correlated across subjects to yield a 360 � 360 matrix of
structural covariance. In a supplemental analysis, we also used regression
to control the cross-sectional cortical thickness values across subjects for
the slope of maturational change within each subject.

Functional image processing. fMRI imaging processing used standard
methods, combining AFNI (Cox, 1996) and FSL (Jenkinson and Smith,
2001), as described previously. For each EPI scan, the first four volumes
were discarded from the time series, and the data were despiked to limit
the impact of statistical outliers on signal intensity. A series of six degrees
of freedom rigid body transformations were performed to correct for
small amounts of motion occurring in between fMRI volumes. The an-
atomical scans were segmented into three tissue types, with a probability
threshold of 0.8 to identify white matter and CSF. Using a 6 degrees of
freedom transformation from each functional scan to that subject’s
structural scan, and a 12 degrees of freedom transformation from each
structural scan to the template, all scans were coregistered to the MNI
adult brain template image. A linear model was fit to each voxel’s time
series including as independent variables the average CSF signal, the
average white matter signal, and the six parameters from motion correc-
tion, with the residuals from this model used for all further analysis.

The 360 regions defined along the cortical surface of the CIVET mesh for
the structural analysis were projected into volume space for use in the func-

tional network analysis. Cortical gray matter was initially defined by com-
bining all of the regions in FSL’s Harvard-Oxford probabilistic cortical atlas
thresholded at 25%. This gray matter template was then subparcellated with
a nearest neighbor approach, using the MNI coordinates of the CIVET ver-
tices. Every voxel in the volumetric gray matter template was assigned to the
same brain region as the nearest vertex, to yield 360 regions in volume space
for fMRI analysis corresponding to the regions of the cortical surface used for
structural MRI analysis. The average fMRI time series was extracted for each
of these regions. In a supplemental analysis to test for partial volume-related
artifacts, the mean regional signals were also recalculated using a weighted
average approach, where each voxel’s contribution was weighted by its gray
matter density as determined by the anatomical segmentation of the high
resolution structural MRI scan.

Recent attention has focused on the possibility for systematic bias in
fMRI scans resulting from in-scanner motion (Power et al., 2012; Satter-
thwaite et al., 2012; Van Dijk et al., 2012), and its impact on fMRI studies
of pediatric populations who tend to move more than adults. To limit the
impact of motion artifact on these time series, we implemented a scrub-
bing procedure as part of fMRI preprocessing. An estimate of motion at
each time point was calculated as the framewise displacement (FD), using
the three translational and three rotational displacements from rigid
body motion correction procedure described above:

FDt � ��fdtx� � ��fdty� � ��fdtz� � ��fdt�� � ��fdt��

� ��fdt��, (1)

where �fdtx was the displacement in the x direction between frame t � 1
frame t. Rotational displacements were converted from degrees to milli-
meters by calculating displacement on the surface of a sphere of radius 50
mm. Any frame t with FDt � 0.3 mm was removed from the estimates of
biregional fMRI connectivity (Carp, 2012; Power et al., 2012). This
scrubbing procedure is similar to that described by Power et al. (2012),
but, following Carp (2012), linear interpolations of the deleted frames
were used during the wavelet decomposition to prevent contaminated
signal from spreading to nearby frames during the bandpass filter. As the
optimal procedures for removing motion artifact are still an ongoing area
of research, and it is unclear exactly how different methods impact down-
stream analyses, we also tested our main hypotheses on unscrubbed data.
There was no material difference in the results obtained from scrubbed
versus unscrubbed data.

To limit the impact of physiological confounds such as respiration, we
regressed out the CSF and white matter mean signal from the data and
subsequently performed a wavelet decomposition to the scale 2 fre-
quency band (0.05– 0.11 Hz) using the maximal overlap discrete wavelet
transform with a Daubechies 4 wavelet. Sequential scans were then con-
catenated, resulting in a single series of wavelet coefficients. The wavelet
correlation, �1 � r � 1, was averaged across subjects for every pair of
regions to yield a 360 � 360 matrix of functional connectivity. Although
considerable physiological noise can remain in fMRI signals even after
regressing out CSF and white matter signals (Weissenbacher et al., 2009),
due to the nonstationarity and probable scale invariance (“1/f ” charac-
teristics) of noise in fMRI time series, wavelets may be preferable to more
commonly used bandpass filters in terms of removing low-frequency
noise from the data (Bullmore et al., 2004).

Graph analysis. Graph analysis was conducted in R (www.r-project.
org/) using the package igraph (Csardi and Nepusz, 2006) as well as

Table 1. Demographic information about the study population

Number of subjects Number of scans Age IQ Handedness Gender

Maturational coupling analysis 108 376 Range � 9.0 –22.8 Range � 87–141 R � 99 M � 67
Mean � 15.2 Mean � 115.3 L � 5 F � 41
SD � 3.4 SD � 11.8 M � 4

Structural covariance analysis 108 108 Range � 11.1–20.0 Range � 87–141 R � 99 M � 67
Mean � 14.8 Mean � 115.3 L � 5 F � 41
SD � 2.3 SD � 11.8 M � 4

Functional connectivity analysis 32 32 Range � 15.21–33.7 Range � 87–139 R � 31 M � 12
Mean � 22.2 Mean � 115.3 L � 1 F � 20
SD � 4.8 SD � 12.4
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in-house functions. The association matrices—whether derived from
synchronized maturational change, structural covariance, or functional
connectivity—were thresholded to make graph models. In these graphs,
the nodes are the brain regions included in the graph, and the edges are
the included connections. Sparse networks—with relatively few edges
representing relatively strong functional, maturational, or structural
connections—were constructed using a minimum spanning tree fol-
lowed by global thresholding (Alexander-Bloch et al., 2010) using posi-
tive associations only. Networks were constructed for a range of
connection densities, from 1 to 30% at 1% intervals, where connection
density refers to the percentage of all possible edges included, such that at
100% there would be edges from each node to every other node. Sum-
mary statistics were calculated at 10%, and sparse networks at 2% con-
nection density were used for visual representation. All networks were
compared with random networks with the same number of nodes and
edges, as well as to random networks with the same degree distributions
(Viger and Latapy, 2005). The following, previously described, graph
theoretical properties were calculated for all networks.

The minimum path length, Li,j, between nodes i and j is defined as the
lowest number of edges that must be traversed to go from i to j. A node’s
average path length L(i,G) is the average length of the shortest paths
between i and all other nodes. The global efficiency, E, of a graph G is as
follows:

E�G	 �
1

N2 � N �
i
j�G

1

Li, j
(2)

where Li,j is the minimum path length between i and j. Global efficiency
can be interpreted as the capacity for integrative information transfer
across the network (Latora and Marchiori, 2001).

The clustering coefficient, C, of a node i in a graph G is the ratio of
triangles, 	v, to connected triples, 
v, or the proportion of i’s neighbors
that are themselves directly connected by a single edge. This measure
quantifies the cliquishness of the network in the vicinity of the node. At
the level of the whole graph, the clustering coefficient is as follows:

C�G	 �
1

V� �
v�V�

	v


v
(3)

where V� is the set of nodes with degree (number of edges) greater than 2
(Schank and Wagner, 2005).

The modularity, Q, of a graph G is a function of the proportion of G’s
edges that fall within modules (topological communities of varying size)
(Newman and Girvan, 2004). This can be defined as follows:

Q�G	 �
1

2m �
i
j

� Aij � Pij		�Mi,Mj	 (4)

where m is the total number of edges; Aij � 1 if an edge links i and j and
0 otherwise; 	 (Mi, Mj) � 1 if i and j are in the same module and 0
otherwise; and Pij is the probability that a random graph with the same
degree distribution as G has an edge between i and j, as follows:

Pij �
kikj

2m
(5)

where ki is i’s degree. Nodes should be assigned to modules to yield the
largest possible Q, which is approximated using a simulated annealing
algorithm (Reichardt and Bornholdt, 2006). For the analysis of commu-
nity structure, nodes were assigned to their most stable modules based on
100 runs of the simulated annealing algorithm (Alexander-Bloch et al.,
2012).

The connection length or distance dij between two nodes i and j was
simply estimated as the Euclidean distance (“as the crow flies”) be-
tween the centroids of the two graphically connected brain regions,
dij � �� xi � xj	

2 � � yi � yj	
2 � � zi � zj	

2, where x, y, and
z are the coordinates of the centroid of each region in MNI space. The
mean connection distance or wiring cost, D( G), of a graph G was the
average distance of all of its edges as follows:

D�G	 �
1

2m �
i
j

Aijdij (6)

where Aij � 1 if an edge links i and j and 0 otherwise. This value was
normalized to range from 0 to 1 by dividing by the maximum possible
mean connection distance of a graph with the same number of edges.

The impact of age and in-scanner motion on structural-functional con-
vergence. The follow-up fMRI scan acquired on some of the subjects
occurred outside of the 9 –22 age range included in the longitudinal
analysis, resulting in a difference in age between the fMRI population and
structural/maturational population, with 12 of the 32 subjects � 22 years
old. Given prior work demonstrating that there are differences in func-
tional connectivity between children, adolescents, and adults (Fair et al.,
2007, 2008, 2009; Supekar et al., 2010), it was important to assess the
impact of this age difference on structural–functional convergence. We
therefore assessed the structural–functional and maturational–func-
tional convergence separately, using only the subjects whose fMRI scans
were acquired at the same time as the structural scans used in the struc-
tural analysis (N � 16; age range 15.2–22.68) and those whose fMRI
scans were acquired as adults at a later date (N � 16; age range 24.2–
33.8). Additionally, we assessed the impact of the motion scrubbing
procedure on the measures of structural–functional convergence, by
repeating the fMRI analysis without performing motion scrubbing
and recalculating the edgewise correlation between average func-
tional connectivity and structural covariance and synchronized mat-
urational change.

The choice of anatomically defined brain regions. In a supplemental
analysis, we also constructed structural, maturational, and functional
networks using 74 cortical regions of the Automatic Anatomical Labeling
(AAL) atlas, which incorporates a priori knowledge about functional
neuroanatomical boundaries. This atlas has been used in numerous
fMRI studies since it was originally reported (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al.,
2002), and it has been previously used in studies of cortical thickness
covariance across subjects (Gong et al., 2009; Khundrakpan et al., 2012).
This atlas is less fine-grained and less uniform than our custom atlas of
360 cortical regions.

Results
Network-level similarity
Brain networks derived from cross-sectional structural covari-
ance, synchronized maturational change, and functional con-
nectivity demonstrated convergent, nonrandom network
configurations. Compared with random networks with the same
number of nodes and edges, the brain networks were all highly
clustered and modular (Fig. 2A,B). Most of the edges in the
sparsely thresholded networks tended to be physically short-
distance connections (see Fig. 4B), and the degree distributions
were skewed toward having a small number of relatively high-
degree nodes (Fig. 4C).

Further convergence was evident between structural, matura-
tional, and functional networks at the level of nodal properties.
The average path length was correlated across connection densi-
ties, for the maturational and structural networks (Fig. 2C,D; r �
0.4; p � 0.00001), indicating that the same central nodes tend to
have the shortest paths to other nodes in both modalities. The
correlation with the functional networks was substantially lower
but still significant over a wide range of connection densities (r �
0.3, p � 0.001). The average anatomical distance of connections
was also correlated across nodes, for all of the networks (r � 0.3,
p � 0.001).

Despite all three networks showing highly nonrandom orga-
nization, and several convergent nodal properties, structural and
maturational networks could be distinguished from functional
networks in a number of ways. At the global level functional
networks were relatively more clustered and modular, showing
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enhanced segregative properties. In contrast the structural and
maturational networks demonstrate greater global efficiency and
degree distributions that are skewed to a greater extent toward a
small number of relatively high-degree nodes (Figs. 2, 4). The
nodal-level corollary of these differences was a lack of correlation
between nodal clustering coefficients seen in structural and mat-
urational networks as compared with functional networks, re-
flecting the fact that fMRI networks were more topologically
clustered and spatially localized.

Edge-level similarity
Across the 64,620 possible edges between the 360 brain regions,
there is a strong similarity between maturational and structural
measures of connectivity (Pearson’s r � 0.37, Mantel permuta-
tion test p �� 0.001; Fig. 3). The strength of this relationship
varies across the cortex, with the strongest convergence occurring
in cingulate, frontal medial, and inferior frontal areas (Fig. 3). On
average growth rates were negative during the observed age range
for the vast majority of regions (308 out of 360), indicating syn-
chronized losses in cortical thickness. The correlation between

structural and maturation networks was not substantially altered
by regressing out the maturational rate of change for each subject
from the cross-sectional measures of cortical thickness, and then
constructing the structural covariance networks (original r �
0.366, recalculated r � 0.369). This indicates that the conver-
gence between structural and maturational covariance is not a
statistical artifact but rather evidence for a substantive link be-
tween coordinated maturational change and inter-regional cova-
riation of cortical thickness.

There is also a predictive relationship between structural and
functional connectivity metrics, across all edges (r � 0.24, p ��
0.001; Fig. 3). When including only the strongest 10% of edges in
terms of structural covariance, the correlation across this subset
of edges increases to r � 0.35. In contrast, including only the
strongest 10% of edges in terms of functional connectivity only
marginally increases the correlation (r � 0.27). The amount of
multimodal convergence is regionally heterogeneous, and is
highest in cingulate, superior temporal, and prefrontal regions
(Fig. 3). A supplemental analysis that weighted each voxel’s con-
tribution to the regional fMRI signal by its gray matter density

Figure 2. Topological characteristics of multimodal brain networks constructed from the strongest connections in each modality. A, Topological layouts using the same force-directed algorithm
(Csardi and Nepusz, 2006) for all networks thresholded at a sparse 2% connection density, as well as a random graph with the same number of nodes and edges. B, Global topological properties of
the networks at 10% connection density, with bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals generated by resampling 5000 times with replacement across subjects. C, Nodal average path length for
structural versus maturational networks at 10% connection density. D, Correlation coefficient of nodal average path length for structural versus maturational networks, across a range of connection
densities.
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found the same edge-level convergence
between structural and functional net-
works, suggesting that this convergence
was not due to partial volume-related
artifacts.

All of the connectivity measures have
a strong negative relationship with the
physical distance between regions, as ap-
proximated by the Euclidean distance
between regional centroids, such that
connectivity strength tends to decrease as
the distance between regions increases
(Fig. 4A). All three types of connectivity
were inversely proportional to distance,
with C(G) � 1/D(G): structural networks,
r � 0.25; maturational networks, r � 0.25;
functional networks, r � 0.65; Mantel
permutation test p �� 0.001 in all cases.
Inverse proportionality was a better fit
than a linear relationship where C(G) �
D(G) (structural networks, r � �0.23;
maturational networks, r � �0.23; func-
tional networks, r � � 0.36), or an
inverse-square law where C(G) �
1/D(G) 2 (structural networks, r � 0.21;
maturational networks, r � 0.20; func-
tional networks, r � 0.61).

The influence of functional
community structure
Synchronized maturational change and
structural covariance were greater for re-
gions in the same functional modules than
for regions in different functional modules,
indicating that covariation in regional corti-
cal anatomy and maturation across subjects
coincided with cortical modular functional
organization (Fig. 5). Within this broad
convergence, heterogeneity was evident in the level of functional–
structural convergence between modules. In particular, a module
that comprised almost the entire occipital lobe demonstrated rela-

tively low intramodular structural covariance, as did a medial tem-
poral module that also included the temporal pole.

Since strong maturational and structural covariance within func-
tional modules could be explicable by the spatial contiguity and con-

Figure 3. Association between structural covariance, maturational coupling, and functional connectivity. A, The correlation between structural covariance and maturational coupling, across all
pairs of brain regions (scatterplot) and for each region separately. B, The correlation between structural covariance and functional connectivity across all pairs of brain regions (scatterplot) and for
each region separately.

Figure 4. Network profiles of edge connection distance and nodal degree distributions. A, Across all pairs of brain regions,
connection distance is inversely proportional to structural covariance, synchronized maturational change, and functional connec-
tivity. B, At three different connection densities, connection distance probability distributions for structural, maturational, func-
tional, and benchmark random networks. C, At three different connection densities, nodal degree probability distributions for
structural, maturational, functional, and benchmark random networks.
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tralateral homology of functional modules, rather than any more
fundamental cross-modal convergence, we examined whether these
factors alone explained the relatively high within-module structural
covariance. We generated pseudo-modules that were the same size
as the actual functional modules, contained the same number of
spatially contiguous anatomical clusters, and were symmetric
about the midline. The actual within-module structural covari-
ance was greater than would be expected for random modules,
even when controlling for these important factors (Fig. 5). This
result was replicated across connection densities from 10 –20%,
at 1% intervals, using functional modules derived from both
weighted and unweighted networks (p � 0.02 in all cases).

The impact of age and in-scanner motion
To test whether alterations in the functional connectome with age
impacted on our measures of functional–structural convergence,
we split the study population into a younger and an older group

of subjects and tested the relationship between functional, struc-
tural, and maturational connectivity separately. The correlations
across all edges were similar in the younger group (N � 16; age
range 15.2–22.68; structural–functional correlation, r � 0.23;
maturational–functional correlation, r � 0.19) and the older
group (age range 24.2–33.8; functional–structural correlation,
r � 0.22; maturational–functional correlation, r � 0.21). This
indicates that the overall convergence is not being driven prefer-
entially by one of these age groups.

Although previous studies have demonstrated a relationship
between age and in-scanner motion, such that younger subjects
tend to have more scans contaminated by motion artifact (Sat-
terthwaite et al., 2012), in our sample there was no evidence for a
correlation between age and the number of high motion
frames � 0.3 mm (r � �0.066, p � 0.7). Similarly, when the
subjects were divided into the 50% oldest and the 50% youngest
subjects, there was no evidence for a difference in the number of

Figure 5. Structural covariance and maturational coupling of functional modular communities. A, Population-level functional communities based on 100 runs of a simulated annealing algorithm
to maximize network modularity, at 10% connection density. B, The average functional connectivity, structural covariance, and maturational coupling, within and between the functional
communities. C, The structural covariance within functional communities tested using a permutation procedure. Five thousand pseudo-modules were generated having the same number of spatially
contiguous clusters as the actual modules and similar symmetry about the midline.
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“clean” frames that did not contain high amounts of motion
(younger group, mean � 137 frames; older group, mean � 141
frames; Welch’s t(18) � 0.75, p � 0.46).

To assess the impact of in-scanner motion on the measures of
structural–functional convergence, we repeated the fMRI analy-
sis without performing motion scrubbing and recalculated the
correlation across all edges between functional, structural, and
maturational connectivity. The results without scrubbing (struc-
tural–functional correlation, r � 0.23; maturational–functional
correlation, r � 0.20) were comparable to the results with scrub-
bing (structural–functional correlation, r � 0.24; maturational–
functional correlation, r � 0.21). The stability of these
correlations indicates that the structural–functional convergence
is unlikely to be due either to motion artifact or to alterations in
the correlational structure induced by the scrubbing procedure.

The choice of anatomically defined brain regions
The convergence across structural, maturational, and functional
networks was robust to replacing the 360 cortical regions used in
the original analysis with 74 anatomically-predefined cortical re-
gions of the AAL atlas. In fact using the AAL regions resulted in
stronger convergence between structural and maturational net-
works (r � 0.6) and structural and functional networks (r �
0.37), possibly because these regions were larger on average
resulting in greater signal to noise. This re-analysis also allowed
greater specificity as to the anatomical labels of the regions with

highest multimodal convergence. The “multimodal network
backbone” comprised a set of inter-regional connections that
were among the strongest in functional, maturational, and also
structural networks. The consistently interconnected regions in-
cluded medial and inferior frontal cortex, sensorimotor cortex
(supplementary motor area and precentral gyrus), posterior pa-
rietal cortex (supramarginal gyrus and precuneus), and superior
temporal cortex bilaterally (Fig. 6).

Discussion
By applying graph-theory approaches to three different facets of
connectivity between brain regions we show that structural, mat-
urational, and functional brain networks all possess nonrandom
economical small-world and modular organization, with ampli-
fied local connectivity in functional networks. In addition, pat-
terns of cross-sectional structural covariance recapitulate
patterns of coordinated structural maturation and, to a lesser
extent, coordinated functional activation, in a regionally hetero-
geneous manner that is related to brain functional community
structure.

Conserved global organization
Nonrandom brain configuration has previously been revealed by
network analysis of diverse brain properties including those de-
rived from histology, structural and fMRI, magnetoencephalog-
raphy, and electroencephalography (Bullmore and Sporns, 2009,

Figure 6. Pairs of brain regions that are strongly connected in all three of the networks under study: structural, maturational, and functional. The conjunction map of correlations that are among
the strongest 5% (A), 10% (B), and 20% (C) in all three networks. All of the correlations shown are significant in each of the three networks using an FDR-adjusted p � 0.0001 (Benjamani et al.,
2006). Visualization was performed in MATLAB using the Network Based Statistics Toolbox (Zalesky et al., 2010). Anatomical labels were defined using the AAL atlas (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002).
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2012) suggesting consistent organizational principles. Evolution-
ary pressure may exist to maximize communication efficiency
while minimizing connection cost, with this tension resulting in
cost-efficient, “small-world” networks having both low cost and
high efficiency. The physical necessity to embed this network in
anatomical space results in a characteristic balance between
short- and long-distance connections that constrain the brain’s
topological characteristics (Kaiser and Hilgetag, 2006; Bassett et
al., 2010; Vértes et al., 2012; Alexander-Bloch et al., 2013). Our
data reveal that similar organizational principles also operate
on maturational networks, shaping neurodevelopment across
adolescence.

Structural–maturational convergence
Our results strongly support the hypothesis that correlated ana-
tomical structure between brain regions results from similarities
in maturational trajectories. Not only are these networks topo-
logically extremely similar, but also maturational and structural
connectivity are highly correlated across brain regions. These
findings allow for the reinterpretation of the pre-existing litera-
ture describing patterns of brain structural covariance across hu-
man populations, in terms of both normal brain anatomy and
clinical abnormalities. Since the first MRI studies demonstrating
population covariance in brain regional anatomy, it has been
suggested that structural covariance could be mediated by coor-
dinated neurodevelopment (Wright et al., 1999; Zielinski et al.,
2010); regions that are connected to each other may grow and
shrink at the same rate, leading to inter-regional correlations of
cortical thickness. In addition, longitudinal imaging studies have
established that different brain systems demonstrate specific
maturational trajectories during childhood and adolescence
(Gogtay et al., 2004; Shaw et al., 2008; Raznahan et al., 2011a).
Our results explicitly address and confirm this explanatory link.
As thickness decreases across the cortex during adolescence, with
synaptic pruning leading to reduced neuropil volume, it is prob-
able that synchronized pruning drives population covariance in
cortical thickness.

Local functional convergence
That synchronized maturational change likely underlies cross-
sectional covariance in cortical thickness raises subsequent ques-
tions about the relationships of these measures with functional
connectivity. Our findings advance previous arguments in favor
of the functional relevance of structural covariance (Andrews et
al., 1997; Seeley et al., 2009), in several novel directions. First, by
carrying out the first brain-wide test of structural–functional
convergence, querying all possible pairs of brain regions rather
than a priori regions of interest, we demonstrate a systematic
association between the functional connectivity and the struc-
tural covariance between pairs of brain regions. Second, we spec-
ify how the strength of this convergence varies across the brain:
relatively high in prefrontal, cingulate, motor, and perisylvian
areas; diminished in the medial temporal and occipital lobes.
Third, our graph-theoretical approach reveals that structural co-
variance reflects the mesoscopic functional community structure
of the brain. Regions in the same fMRI module show higher
structural covariance than regions in different modules, even
when we control for the spatial contiguity of modular structure.
As in the “edge-level” analysis of convergence, we also find re-
gional differences in modular coincidence, such that functional
modules that include canonical regions of the default-mode net-
work, in addition to primary motor and perisylvian regions, show
relatively high structural covariance compared with the rest of the

brain. Although we cannot be certain of the behavioral or cogni-
tive significance of our neuroanatomical findings, the greatest
multimodal convergence included regions implicated in sensori-
motor, language/auditory processing, and working memory sys-
tems (Fig. 6).

Cellular mechanisms and interpretations
Although formally testing mechanisms underlying the cross-
modal convergences and divergences we describe would require
experimental approaches difficult to implement in humans, a
number of mechanisms can be considered speculatively. At the
cellular level, functional coupling has a bidirectional relationship
with the strength of axonal connections. Synaptogenesis in neu-
ronal systems is known to occur in the presence of synchronous
firing (Katz and Shatz, 1996; Bi and Poo, 1999), and experience
and learning have been shown to induce structural alterations in
gray matter (Draganski et al., 2004; Ilg et al., 2008). For some
regions within the default-mode network, functional connectiv-
ity has been shown to precede white matter connectivity devel-
opmentally (Supekar et al., 2010; Zielinski et al., 2010). Axonal
connectivity could, in turn, explain coordinated growth between
connected brain regions, for example, due to synchronous expo-
sure to trophic factors (Ferrer et al., 1995; Pezawas et al., 2004)
and/or mechanical tension (Van Essen, 1997). Strong population
covariance has been repeatedly observed between brain regions
that are known to be densely axonally interconnected, such as
frontoparietal (Wright et al., 1999; Lerch et al., 2006) and fron-
totemporal systems (Woodruff et al., 1997; Bullmore et al., 1998).
It is therefore possible that shared functional demand drives mat-
urational coupling, which in turn drives structural covariance,
although our data are also consistent with other, less straight-
forwardly causal relationships between these networks of
brain regions.

Consistent with prior work comparing functional and white
matter (diffusion imaging) networks (Koch et al., 2002; Greicius
et al., 2009; Honey et al., 2009; Adachi et al., 2012), structural
covariance does not display a simple one-to-one equivalence with
functional connectivity, but rather a broadly correlated relation-
ship that becomes anatomically and topologically complex in its
details. Local divergences could reflect regional variation in the
extent to which functional coupling is underpinned by direct
white matter connections or in the developmental stability of
functional connectivity (Fair et al., 2008, 2009; Zielinski et al.,
2010). Thus, convergence between structural/maturational and
functional networks may be strongest where functional connec-
tivity is developmentally sustained and mediated by direct white
matter connectivity. Explicitly addressing how white matter and
functional connectivity may interact to influence cortical matu-
ration awaits the existence of large longitudinal datasets includ-
ing both diffusion and functional imaging components. Finally,
partially attenuated and anatomically heterogeneous cross-
modal convergence could relate to noisiness of MRI data. A po-
tential weakness of this study is the lack of in-scanner respiratory
and cardiac data. Future work could assess the impact of physio-
logical noise on structural/functional convergence (Glover et al.,
2000; He and Liu, 2012). The relatively lower cross-modal con-
vergence in occipital pole and medial temporal cortex could re-
sult from lower signal to noise in image acquisition, or because
maturational coordination in these regions is completed in early
childhood and therefore not observable in our cohort. An extra
source of error exists in the estimation of regional rates of growth
from a limited number of longitudinal scans.
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The role of anatomical distance
The relationship between measures of brain connectivity and the
physical distance between brain regions is both a fascinating area
of ongoing research and a potential experimental confound. In-
scanner motion, cardiac and respiratory signal, and blurring due
to spatial registration and interpolation can bias neuroimaging
data in favor of the discovery of short-distance connections. On
the other hand, a host of experimental results confirm that there
is a genuinely biological, inverse relationship between anatomical
distance and connectivity, indicating that physical distance rep-
resents a metabolic cost that constraints and enables network
topological characteristics (Honey et al., 2009; Kaiser and Varier,
2011; Vértes et al., 2012; Alexander-Bloch et al., 2013). Our re-
sults confirm the strong inverse relationship between connectiv-
ity and distance in structural networks and functional networks,
and demonstrate a similar relationship for the first time in mat-
urational networks.

Anatomical proximity is more predictive of functional con-
nectivity than either maturational or structural covariance. This
stronger relationship with distance in turn predicts the relatively
higher clustering and modularity observed in the functional net-
works (Vértes et al., 2012; Alexander-Bloch et al., 2013). The
connection between distance and functional activity could result
from the preponderance of short-range lateral connections in
the cortex, combined with spatial autocorrelation of cortico-
thalamo-cortical and more complex network-level effects
(Honey et al., 2009; Adachi et al., 2012). It is also possible that the
vascular system mediating the fMRI signal has a higher extent of
spatial autocorrelation than neuronal activity itself. Finally, the
lower voxel resolution in fMRI compared with structural MRI
increases spatial smoothing at short distances when the images
are interpolated into the same space.

Conclusions
Using one of the largest extant longitudinal datasets of typical
brain maturation in humans, we show that network organiza-
tional principles that have been previously shown to operate on
structural and functional networks also constrain maturational
networks, shaping neurodevelopment across adolescence. Fur-
thermore, coordinated maturational trajectories likely underlie
cross-sectional structural covariance in thickness and other ana-
tomical properties across healthy individuals. These networks
also recapitulate intrinsic brain activity in an anatomically heter-
ogeneous fashion that respects the organization of functional
subcommunities in the brain. A three-way synergy may exist be-
tween wiring, firing, and developmental trajectories that is visible
at the spatial resolution of MRI.
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